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When the movement sensor is not on and the data is turned off, all other features are unaffected, and the gameplay
experience remains the same. But when the sensor is on and data is on, an additional layer of realism is added to the
game. Visual and audio feedback, player performance analysis, and even the way you can play the game are all impacted
by the use of this technology. We're always moving. Players execute more than 200 actions per minute on the pitch, and
most of those actions are nuanced and complex. With that in mind, we can’t be sure that a player is going to do what
they are supposed to. Or that they don’t cheat. We want to make sure that we are always going to provide a great
gaming experience, but it’s clear that we have to add an additional layer of realism to the game. Using the data collected
in real-life motion capture suits while playing the game, we can now bring those real-life nuances and reactions to life on
the pitch. What we’re doing here is using a broad range of motion capture data, including head movement and location,
as well as the position of the ball. By using the data to drive the animations and physics, we’ve created a unique layer of
realism to the game. If we see a player is cheating, we show it to the referee, but we never show it to the player. We
don’t want to make the player feel like they did anything wrong. This is how we want to play the game. The player must
always feel good about the way they’re moving and the ball. Players who are familiar with FIFA’s animation libraries will
recognize that HyperMotion matches up with the kinetic reaction of the keyframes that are created for each player. That
means that if a player is running, it will look and feel like he’s running. Not jogging, sprinting, or cutting in. Running. We
use more than 60 variables of data in the same way that we show data on a score. For example, if a player is not with the
ball, we want to show that. If he’s not committing fouls, we want to show that. If a player is dispossessing the ball, we
want to show that. These are all considered “tactics” variables. The way it works is that we show a composite of all of the

Features Key:

True Precision Touch Feeling – Part of the FIFA series of games to feature the closest simulation to the game
feeling in the real world.
HyperReal Player – Each gameplay decision, tackle, pass, short and long ball movement is based on more than
just the physics engine but also a dialogue system running on a large conversation tree generated from real-life
match data and video footage. The result is that all the thousands of possible combinations of actions for each
player are all understood, reflected and literally played out on the field.
Master Manager – Put your wits and creativity in your hands to build your squad of real-life football players into a
club world-class of football enthusiasts. Be it the lineage of football clubs in your country, or the players in your
club’s history; build your dream squad in this new FUT Manager game mode.
New Tactics Engine – For the first time in the franchise, all team tactics are handled through an all-new AI engine
that has been created from scratch and is fully integrated with the game logic, meaning that tactics dictate the
game like-for-like. You cannot tinker around and try different formations.
Real-World Adversity – World-class players and a global audience of millions crave the highest quality football.
Therefore, the standard and difficulty of the system of tournaments and championships has been raised in FIFA
22. To put your skills to the test and see if you are up to the challenge, depending on how you are feeling during
play you’ll face an array of new FIFA events featuring authentic, brand new tournaments such as Club World, the
Umbrella 2014 Tour, and the UEFA Qualifiers.
Variable Tactics Timing – The slight turn of a small part of the wing-back by your opponent, or the speed of a short
ball passed backwards, can change the flow of the game and you’ll need the best tactical response. Therefore, to
encourage greater use of wider technical variation, FIFA Ultimate Team 20 and FIFA 20 now use variable tactics
timing. Hence the higher tactical diversity in Ultimate Team.
Threat of Unknown Substitutions – Make sure you know your team-mates. Substitute with a pressing alternative
with the Threat of Unknown Substitution. Watch as your substitutes change the game. Request a double
substitution from your manager.
Never-before-seen- 
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FIFA® 18 introduces three new gameplay features; Player Impact Engine, Player Impact Visuals and Ultimate
Team. The Player Impact Engine brings the ball control and ball flight of the real world closer to the virtual one.
Players are in control of how they move the ball and where they play with and against the models as they perform
their actions on-pitch. The Player Impact Visuals further enhances the Player Impact Engine. We introduce visual
cues for exactly where the virtual ball is going to strike. It's not just a hit. It's a hit with impact. The Player Impact
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Engine also expands into all other aspects of gameplay, providing players with authentic behaviours and reactions
in game. The winner of the 2018 FIFA World Cup™ Our top digital athletes, including the world's greatest
footballer and his friends, will come to life on Xbox One in FIFA 18 and Xbox One X FIFA 18. The FIFA World Cup is
a tournament where teams of human and FIFA players face off in an all-out fight for the honour of being crowned
world champions. The FIFA World Cup 2018 will be taking place in Russia from 14th June to 15th July. Get to know
the stars of the FIFA World Cup 2018 and cheer on the Dream Team from your console! FIFA Ultimate Team•
Ultimate Team is now in-game on console. Each player brings their unique skills to the side, and it's your job to fill
their boots with the most talent you can find from our roster of football superstars. • Complete a career to unlock
brand-new career-playoff-winning player cards. • Get to know the stars of the FIFA World Cup 2018. • Build the
ultimate squad. • Send thank-you postcards and use Gold Packs to get more FUT Points and spend them on packs
and players. • Build dream FUT teams and hope they come true. • Have fun making FUT runs in the Community
Manager. • Participate in the weekly FUT Showdown and win cool prizes. • Compete in the new FIFA FUT World
Tour to win some brilliant rewards. • Earn and spend FUT Points, Coins, Packs and FIFA Ultimate Team Pro Packs
to build dream teams with some of the best players in the world. Pass the Bechdel test in FIFA Ultimate Team•
Made a male character on your team is now only if he has been made with a female body part, just like in real life
bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team takes players’ favorite memories from FIFA Ultimate Team to the pitch on Xbox One. Recreate
your favorite Moments in FIFA, your Moments on Xbox Live, and more with new Mascot Moments, Celebrations,
and Moments with Friends that you can use to customize your kits. Messi's New Boots Bonsai – The N.E.S.T.I.A.J.
Football Experience – Add an inspirational soundtrack and dynamic, responsive graphics to an immersive, home
on the pitch gameplay experience. CONSOLE OPTIONS Xbox One – Xbox One is the only console where you can
play the latest FIFA, along with Xbox Live and the most popular games, like NFL, NBA, NHL, MLB and NBA 2K, in
one place. All these great games run on top of Xbox One’s powerful hardware and cloud-based infrastructure.
Kinect can also be used to control all these new games with ease. Xbox One and Xbox Live Gold – With Xbox Live
Gold, you get access to new games and the biggest game franchises in the most immersive, social gaming
network. Watch your friends play with Twitch streaming, see your achievements show up on your own game, and
fight a never-ending array of ranked and unranked matches to climb the global leaderboards. EA SPORTS Football
Club – The #1 soccer game in the UK – EA SPORTS Football Club has been downloaded 250 million times and has
a 91% Metacritic score. Play with real people on live weekly matches against your friends, or live with the EA
SPORTS Football Club community in monthly tournaments and other competitions. EA SPORTS FIFA 13 Ultimate
Team – FIFA Ultimate Team is the most comprehensive online sports game around, in which you play soccer in
many leagues throughout the world, customize your squad, compete in leagues against your friends and millions
of other soccer fans, and trade with other players to build the ultimate team. BUILD YOUR CLUB Career Mode –
Compete in the real world as you build your own football club. Play your way through 4 different football systems
in an all-new Career Mode. Start in a lower division and rise through the ranks to the top division in 8 different
leagues. Or choose to compete at home or abroad in 36 different countries. Club Specific Challenges – For the first
time, FIFA presents challenges for specific clubs that are offered to fans on Xbox Live. With over 500 challenges to
choose from, including the UEFA Europa League, FIFA Club World Cup

What's new:

Traditional Matchday* with the addition of 18 different scenarios.
Back-nine Mode – the most complete single-player career mode yet
in FIFA.
Anti-Dribbling System – master the art of controlled movement and
avoid being sent off by anticipating opponents’ every move.
Define your game
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology”, which uses motion
capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete,
high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data
collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball
actions is used to power the game.
The Goalkeeper is here to take your breath away – now with 6 new
Zones of Confidence and hyper-responsive ATTACK ZONES.
Seamless player substitutions, now highlighted with “Magic
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Coatstick” – for a smoother and faster game.
AI now can choose to play out all five or four outfield defenders at
the back, contributing to a more conservative defensive system
when you’re shorthanded.
Explore all of Europe, the USA, as well as Brazil and other key
footballing hotspots with more than 750,000 players and more than
190 uniquely authentic kits
The ball feels, fights and dies like never before.
Play Professional mode on legendary difficulty for a richer and
more rewarding experience, or take it easy and play with up to 7 co-
op friends on the easy difficulty for those hectic weeknights.
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SUMMARY FIFA® and FIFA LIVE bring to life the imagination of millions
of fans in more ways than ever before. FIFA is home to the real player
likeness, authentic emotions, and intensity of global competition, while
EA SPORTS FIFA LIVE raises the bar for gameplay innovation by bringing
the game to life through new, deeper social and competitive features.
Take a Look Inside the Box Innovative AI. The world's first and best
artificial intelligence (AI) engine, Frostbite™, underpins every aspect of
FIFA, including the anticipation and personality of real-world players,
the tactical awareness and strategy of opposing managers, and the
precision and intelligent decision-making of intelligent players. Real
Emotion. From the 'wow' factor of huge goals, the pure enjoyment of
beautiful goals, the horrors of suffering defeat, and the satisfaction of
letting your opponent have it - FIFA reflects the emotions of being a
fan. Authentic Authenticity. Real player likenesses, coupled with a new
Master League mode which introduces real life competitions from
around the world; together with completely new movement and
animations, create the most authentic FIFA experience ever created.
New Game Modes. New ways to compete, played through new modes.
FIFA Ultimate Team™ brings the thrill and excitement of the world's
most popular gameplay format - collecting and trading, to FIFA
gameplay and back into the EA SPORTS FIFA community. New Visuals.
On Xbox One X and PlayStation 4 Pro, FIFA delivers breathtaking visuals
for the next generation of consoles. New Ultra HD visuals bring the field
to life on both hardware platforms, without compromising on quality or
frame rate. Real Life Player Experiences. Off the pitch, the FIFA team
continues to collaborate with global experts from around the globe
including IBM and Universities such as Oxford and Cambridge, to deliver
more realistic player movements and reactions, in order to continue to
make FIFA even more immersive. New Social Features. EA SPORTS FIFA
22 is the first FIFA title to feature cross-platform play, allowing players
to play against friends and rivals on other platforms. New features such
as Player Stories and the new Connected Standings, which track a
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player's performances online, are also included in FIFA. POWERED BY
FOOTBALL™ Powered by FIFA means FIFA is the most innovative, the
most authentic, and the most successful football game in the world,
which is why it continues to become the most popular sports video
game series in the world and the
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